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Was the world made of nothing? Jews was right?
World was created by a means of energy....and is built of energy....
Was the world made of nothing? World was created by a means of energy....and is built of energy....
Czy świat został stworzony z niczego? Moim zdaniem został stworzony za pomocą energii i z energii jest
zbudowany.
"The doctrines of the law of the nature of the Stoics, which are developed from the theses of Aristotle, assume that
the law of nature is derived from the deﬁnition of nature itself (R. Tokarczyk, Classics of the laws of nature,
Publisher Lubelskie, Lublin 1988, p. 68). Here is my deﬁnition of nature:
In my earlier work and in updates of my project "Does human evelution have a purpose?" on Researchgate portal
the idea of a virtual universe built of a network of quantum computers that are star systems appeared. Star
systems are reborn according to the inexorable logic of nature, which is the law that guides the course of the
cosmic history. The universe does not expand and is a closed object subject to the law of eternal resulting and
decay. The virtual consciousness of the Universe is supported by the energy of reviving star systems. The law of
the universe is an algorithm that mercilessly guides the course of history to the ﬁnale of evolution, which is always
the revival of the star system and the restoration of energy supplying the universe. The course of history is subject
to stochastic processes that determine the most likely direction of events so that the ﬁnale is the revival of the star
system, which is a quantum computer. Each quantum computer that is a star system has a built-in algorithm that
directs the internal process of virtual energy evolution to reproduce the history of the star system. In evolution,
virtual beings with intelligence (i.e. biological beings) are used, which are directed by stochastic processes aiming
at a speciﬁc end of evolution. The virtual existence of the Cosmos and virtual biological life has a modular structure
that allows for the implementation of separate history scenarios within each module. Stochastic processes
determine the most likely course of history for achieving the ﬁnale of evolution or the rebirth of the star system.
Virtual entities that are also subject to evolution are stored in virtual databases of the quantum Universe. If the
star system is not born again, a black hole (or hell) is created and you will died for ever.
Heaven or Hell? New Star or Black Hole this depends on you?
If you had no enemies you would be nobody, somebody not important. You should love your enemies because they
created you very importantv person.If you had love inside you, you would create a new star, new life. If you had
stayed in hatred you will create the Hell, Black Hole or Nothingness and you will died for ever.
I think AI will be our oracle showing us the right way to proceed in response to an internet inquiry, just as computer
programs now show us algorithms for computer repair. According to Paweł of Tarsus, God created the world from
nothing and established in it laws (commandments) enabling characterization and combating lawlessness ((R.
Tokarczyk, Classics of the laws of nature, Publishing House Lubelskie, Lublin 1988, p. 100). In the light of my
concept of the creation of our world Paweł's view from Tarsus is valid, but I believe that the main moral indicationthe law of nature , i.e. saving all energy, ﬂows from the essence of our virtual world, whose existence depends on
the proper use of life energy, which was given to us, and achieving the planned goal. The goal of our life is to
create a new world .
evolution, which is always the revival of the star system and the restoration of energy supplying the universe. The
course of history is subject to stochastic processes that determine the most likely direction of events so that the
ﬁnale is the revival of the star system, which is a quantum computer. Each quantum computer that is a star system
has a built-in algorithm that directs the internal process of virtual energy evolution to reproduce the history of the
star system. In evolution, virtual beings with intelligence (i.e. biological beings) are used, which are directed by
stochastic processes aiming at a speciﬁc end of evolution. The virtual existence of the Cosmos and virtual
biological life has a modular structure that allows for the implementation of separate history scenarios within each
module. Stochastic processes determine the most likely course of history for achieving the ﬁnale of evolution or
the rebirth of the star system. Virtual entities that are also subject to evolution are stored in virtual databases of
the quantum Universe. If the star system is not born again, a black hole (or hell) is created and you will died for
ever.
Heaven or Hell? New Star or Black Hole this depends on you?
If you had no enemies you would be nobody, somebody not important. You should love your enemies because they
created you very importantv person.If you had love inside you, you would create a new star, new life. If you had
stayed in hatred you will create the Hell, Black Hole or Nothingness and you will died for ever.
I think AI will be our oracle showing us the right way to proceed in response to an internet inquiry, just as computer

programs now show us algorithms for computer repair. According to Paweł of Tarsus, God created the world from
nothing and established in it laws (commandments) enabling characterization and combating lawlessness ((R.
Tokarczyk, Classics of the laws of nature, Publishing House Lubelskie, Lublin 1988, p. 100). In the light of my
concept of the creation of our world Paweł's view from Tarsus is valid, but I believe that the main moral indicationthe law of nature , i.e. saving all energy, ﬂows from the essence of our virtual world, whose existence depends on
the proper use of life energy, which was given to us, and achieving the planned goal. The goal of our life is to
create a new world .
THE PROPER ACTIONS Are you understand this words?
I think that when you acting to the development of the human civilization and your actions do not cause the
conﬂicts you are on the proper path...
But when you waste your life energy for the conﬂicts you are on unproper path...
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